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Classic scary movies pg 13

1 in 1950 The Flying SaucerC.I.A. Agent Mike Trent (Mikel Conrad) reveals more than he expected when he's sent to Alaska to investigate some U.FO year. WATCH NOW 2 of 71 1951 Things from a crew of Other World scientists reveal dangerous extraterrestrials buried deep in arctic ice. WATCH NOW 3 of 71 1952
Ghost ShipA young couples fear that the spirit of the previous owner may haunt their newly purchased yacht. WATCH NOW 4 of 71's 1953 Deranged House of WaxA kills its museum visitors and coats them in candles to refill its previously ruined collection. WATCH NOW 5 of the 71 1954 Creature From the Black
LagoonA group of scientists trying to capture animals living in the depths of the Amazon jungle. WATCH NOW 6 of 71 1955 Tarantulas! The giant spider escaped from a scientific research laboratory, attacking people from a remote Arizona town. WATCH NOW 7 of the 71 1956 Invasion of the Body SnatcherAlien pods
invade the earth - replacing the bodies of the living. WATCH NOW 8 of the 71 1957 I Was a Teenage WerewolfA hypnotherapist using a teenage boy as a test subject for a new serum that turns him into a werewolf. 9 of 71 1958 FlyA scientists were turned into flies after an experiment was completely wrong. WATCH
NOW 10 of the 71 1959 House on Haunted HillA millionaire (Vincent Price) invites a group of people to stay in a haunted house - promising cash prizes to whoever makes it all the time. WATCH NOW 12 of the 71 1961 InnocentsA carers watching two children on a rural English estate grow up to believe that evil spirits
haunt the land. WATCH NOW 13 of the 71 1962 Young Women's Carnival SoulsA, recently beset by tragedy, are becoming increasingly interested in the strange and abandoned carnival. WATCH NOW 14 of 71 1963's The BirdsFrom director Alfred Hitchcock - catastrophe strikes when a swarm of violent birds invade a
small town in California. WATCH NOW 15 of 71 1964 Hush... Hush, Sweet Charlotte The arrival of a lost relative sends an aging Southern belle (Bette Davis) into madness. WATCH NOW 16 of the 71 1965 RepulsionA recluse women drowned into madness while suffering haunting visions of violence. WATCH NOW 17
of 71 1966 Dracula: The newly resurrected Prince of Darkness (Christopher Lee) preys on the flesh of those who enter the walls of his gothic fortress. WATCH NOW 18 of the 71 1967 Wait Until DarkA trio invade the home of a young blind woman (Audrey Hepburn). The role earned Hepburn an Academy Award
nomination for Best Actress.WATCH NOW 19 of 71 1968 Rosemary's BabyThe psychological supernatural film tells the story of a young mother who expects a mother's down descendment into madness, provoked by an evil cult set to take her baby. WATCH NOW 20 of 71 A group of Friends of The Haunted House of
HorrorA got more than they bargained for when they decided to spend the night in a remote British house. 21 of 71 1970 House of Dark ShadowsBased on the popular television show Dark Shadows, the film follows looking for a cure for her curse so she can marry a woman who resembles her long-lost love. WATCH
NOW 22 of 71 1971 Let's Scare Jessica to DeathA a mentally fragile woman on the verge of having another disorder fearing her country farmhouse might be haunted. WATCH NOW 23 of the 71 1972 Last House in LeftAfter brutally attacked two teenage girls, a group of killers unknowingly seeking refuge in the home of
one of the victim's vengeful parents. WATCH NOW 24 of 71 1973 ExorcistA mother desperately seeks the help of two priests to perform an exorcism on her daughter possessed by a satanic entity. WATCH NOW 25 of 71 1974 Texas Chainsaw MassacreA group of friends confront a family of cannibalistic psychopaths,
chainsaws on a deep Texas back street. WATCH NOW 26 of 71 1975 JawsA the local sheriff is trying to catch a killer great white shark that has terrorized the waters of a pictures beautiful coastal town. WATCH NOW 27 of carriea's 71 1976 girls with telekinetic powers reach breaking point when her bullies at school go
too far. WATCH NOW 28 of 71 1977 Exorcist II: The HereticSet a few years after the first film, Regan (Linda Blair) is still recovering from the traumatic ownership she experienced many years ago. The film received poor reviews but hit well at the box office. WATCH NOW 29 of 71 1978 HalloweenA recently escaped, a
crazy stalker who used a babysitter knife (Jamie Lee Curtis) on Halloween night. WATCH NOW 30 of the 71 1979 AlienA groups of space scientists and researchers found deadly extraterrestrials on board their ships. WATCH NOW country living editor selects each product displayed. If you buy from a link, we may earn a
commission. More about us. This horror comedy movie will make you laugh and scream. Jul 19, 2020 The Amazon Horror movie is clearly meant to be scary (what, does the word horror give it?). In fact, some of the best Halloween movies might make you wake up at night with one eye open, wishing you had never seen
a movie about a serial killer right before bed. So, a tried-and-true jump-out-of-your-skin horror movie isn't your cup of tea (you should probably avoid the best werewolf movies, just say'), but you're also not 100% cat-scared. If you want to be scared enough for the heart to race just a little but not so much that you can't
sleep, try streaming funny scary movies on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon, and more. Funny + scary isn't the expected combination for movie night? You may be surprised how entertaining this duo is. Plus, some good laugh-out-loud comic reliefs can strike a healthy balance to the familiar edge-of-your-seat intensity horror
movies. In some cases, scary movies in the list we lead with the first comedy and are made as funny spoofs on original horror movies (such as the popular Scary Movie franchise). Others slip humor into a largely spooky storyline. Anyway, here are 25 of our favorite scary funny movies to watch this Halloween. 1 out of 25
25 amazon.com Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice! This Tim Burton classic is arguably one of the best funny scary movies of all time. As soon as Michael Keaton's character starts talking, you'll understand why. 2 of 25 Scary Movie amazon.com A group of teenagers accidentally kill a man, and a year later, they pay the
price in a parody of some of pop culture's most famous horror films. 3 of 25 Clue amazon.com Every dinner party guest has a motive to kill the host but only the man in this multifaceted crew of oh-so-weird yeast does it. 4 of 25 The Goonies A group of children hunt for treasure, all in an attempt to save their home from
being destroyed. The bad guys were on their tails all the way, but the good guys won in the end. This heartwarming film has its fair share of thrilling and funny moments and is a great choice for a family movie night. 5 of 25 Scream amazon.com After a series of mysterious deaths begin to occur in a small town, a group of
friends find themselves the next target of a masked killer in this clever thriller. 6 of the 25 Little Shop of Horrors amazon.com Exotic plants develop a strong flavor for human flesh — and excitement happens. You'll be humming interesting songs for days! 7 out of 25 Buffy, Vampire Slayer amazon.com Blonde Buffy is a
California girl to the maximum, but one thing is different about her being able to save her school from the creature of the night. Some familiar faces fill the cast—Kristy Swanson (as Buffy), Donald Sutherland, Luke Perry, and Hilary Swank. 9 of 25 The Rocky Horror Picture Show amazon.com music, there's murder, and
there's a lot of camping costumes. This risqué film shows what happens when an unsuspecting couple is stranded in a creepy castle with some... interesting inhabitants. 11 of 25 Shaun of the Dead amazon.com This hilarious horror spoof shows what happens when a lazy couch potato and his best friend are tasked with
saving the world from a zombie apocalypse. 12 of 25 Ghostbusters amazon.com Who will you call?! Get ready for a lot of laughter from this all-star cast as ghosts invade New York City and a bunch of silly spirit-filled ers try to save the city. 13 of the 25 Ghostbusters II amazon.com your favorite Ghostbusters gang is back
in an action-packed (and hilarious) sequel to the beloved original movie. 14 of 25 Gremlins amazon.com A small town faces the wrath of some not-so-cute little creature on Christmas Eve after an ardent father ignored the warnings of the man who sold it. 15 of 25 The Witches (1990) amazon.com In this fantasy
adventure, a boy named Luke is transformed into a small mouse by the Grand High Witch. His journey was full of close calls as he attempted to The world of a group of witches. The 1990 film starred Angelica Huston. 16 of the 25 Army of Darkness amazon.com The third installment of the cult classic series Evil Dead
doesn't disappoint in this horror comedy. 17 of 25 Happy Death Day amazon.com This thriller captures the catch A student as he reliving the day of his murder over and over again until he discovers the identity of the killer. It's more serious than this other list, but there's definitely some comic relief along the way. 18 of 25
An American Werewolf in London amazon.com 19 of the 25 Zombieland amazon.com This road trip comedy is filled with zombies and laughs as a student (Jessie Eisenberg) tries to return home after the apocalypse to see if her family is still alive. He meets a cast of interesting characters along the way, including a gun-
toting wannabe cowboy named Tallahassee (Woody Harrelson). 20 of 25 Young Frankenstein amazon.com When Dr. Frederick Frankenstein (Gene Wilder) inherits his grandfather's famous treasure in Transylvania, he immediately begins to recreat his questionable experiments and create an all-new monster. Of course,
some complications (and excitement) occur. 21 of 25 Mars attacks! amazon.com Tim Burton's other favorite showed Jack Nicholson as President of the United States, which was enough to get some laughs right from the gate. Add alien invaders to the mix and you have one of the funniest scary movies ever. 22 of 25
Body amazon.com Jennifer After the hottest girl in school is possessed by a demon, she starts noticing boys who would never stand a chance with her before. Difference? He's hungry now. 23 of 25 Tremors amazon.com This film starring Kevin Bacon combines science fiction, horror and comedy as it tells the story of
what happens when a group of friends discover their deserted city has a giant human-eating creature living underground. 24 of 25 The Cabin In The Woods amazon.com Five college friends went to a secluded cabin in the woods for a weekend of drinking and debauchery. What could possibly go wrong? 25 of 25 Tucker
&amp; Dale vs Evil amazon.com This gory comedy is about what happens when two Southern men are mistaken for a hick killer by a group of college kids. If you love Shaun of the Dead and texas chainsaw massacre, this one's for you. 28 Diy College Halloween Costume Ads – Continue Reading Below This content is
created and maintained by third parties, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email address. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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